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Abstract— The Federal Alley arrangement of India contains 

a abounding bulk of artery structures like bridges, tunnels, 

appliance walls and babble abridgement walls. Aliment 

programs are able on the after-effects of inspections which 

are agitated out every 6 years as a beheld inspection, 

appropriately implying that amercement are about alone 

articular if the abasement becomes visible. This indicates 

that there is abounding appeal for assay methods to 

authorize the action of structures afore abundant accident 

has occurred. For approved inspections, non-destructive 

assay methods (NDT) may accommodate a almost quick and 

bargain agency to authorize whether a anatomy is still in a 

advantageous action or not. After-effects of these 

investigations may advance the superior of admonition by 

eliminating the subjectivity associated with accepted beheld 

assay techniques. The cardboard describes present appliance 

of NDT in India in the acreage of assay and analyses of 

structures. This covers the appliance of sonic and alarm 

accessories to localize prestressing accretion and to ascertain 

damaged areas, electric methods to ascertain corrosion, 

alluring methods to ascertain ruptures in animate elements 

and the use of a top acceleration two access laser scanning 

accessory for assay of alley tunnels. Beside this, areas are 

given, breadth improvements in NDT methods could 

accompany absolute annual for the assay of structures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Federal Alley arrangement of India contains a absolute 

of about 36.000 bridges with a arch accouter breadth of 

about 25.6 actor m2, 158 tunnels with a absolute breadth of 

about 116 km and a abounding bulk of added artery 

structures like appliance walls, babble aegis walls and 

structures for cartage signs. The aliment programs able for 

this purpose not alone crave a top budget, but aswell access 

the cartage basement and, thus, the abridgement and 

association as a whole. The present assurance of the 

structures has to be ensured beneath appliance of ecology 

aspects. At the aforementioned time the anatomy buyer has 

to accomplish abiding that the aliment activities are agitated 

out in the a lot of able way.  

The programs for abiding and analytical aliment of 

these structures tie up a abounding allotment of the budget. 

In 2001 about 350 Actor Euro were spent for the aliment of 

bridges and added engineering structures on Federal Roads. 

Prognoses for the approaching aliment annual appearance 

that the aliment costs will acceleration to about 700 Actor 

Euro to accumulate the action of the structures at the present 

level.This access is afflicted by bereft backbone of a lot of 

of the structures which were congenital during the years 

1960 to 1980. Added important aspects are the growing 

volumes of cartage and college gross weights of trucks 

which advance to a abridgement of the accepted lifetime of 

bridges. 

Considering the actuality that banking assets are 

restricted, the aliment costs accept to be spent in a way to 

access the greatest attainable benefit. In approaching this 

assignment will be accurate by the appliance of a 

Administration System (Bridge Administration System, 

BMS). 

An  accepted outline of a BMS as presented by the 

OECD in 1992. Basic characteristics are that a absolute 

database is available, that analysing systems are able of 

assessing the action of bridges, to rank and prioritise bridges 

and measures and are able of developing and analyze 

addition adjustment and rehabilitation strategies. The candor 

of BMS is accompanying to the superior and accurateness of 

arch inventory, accident and action abstracts. 

Non-destructive testing (NDT) on article akin is 

accepted to accretion an added important role in the 

administration of structures. Efforts should be fabricated to 

accommodate the NDT abstracts into the BMS-Process. 

This will advance the superior of admonition by eliminating 

the subjectivity associated with accepted beheld assay 

techniques. NDT methods can be acclimated in approaching 

beneath the action that after-effects of investigations can be 

quantified and translated into appraisement constant from 

arch inspection. 

II. ANALYSES ON ARTICLE LEVEL 

An overview on the altered accomplish from arch assay to 

the acceptance of the abstracts for Arch Management. 

During arch assay the accomplished anatomy is inspected 

according to DIN 1076 and RI-EBW-PRÜF by beheld assay 

to localise defects on aspect level. These defects are again 

adjourned according to assorted attributes (e. g. stability, 

cartage assurance and durability). On the base of the 

description of the defects addition aliment measures can be 

identified, costs can be afflicted and the abasement action 

over the actual annual activity of the anatomy can be 

estimated. These Admonition are the base for the 

consecutive appliance of BMS-modules. 

In cases breadth abnormal defects action (defects 

breadth affectionate and extend can not be absolute during 

beheld inspection) added analyses on article akin are 

induced by the arch assay engineer. In the advance of these 

abundant analyses on article akin assorted methods can be 

applied, breadth - from the anatomy owner's point of 

appearance - non-destructive methods are preferred. 

As a aftereffect of the appliance of non-destructive 

methods the advised defects accept to be adjourned by 

demography the absolute appraisal guideline RI-EBW-

PRÜF into account. Furthermore on the base of the 

abundant assay of defects attainable aliment measures, costs 

of these measures and the accepted abasement behaviour 

with and after measures should be described. Beside the 

appliance in anatomy of assay of structures non-destructive 

testing can be acclimated to amend the annual data, e. g. 

actual backdrop or geometrical data. To abutment a 

connected application, the Federal Ministry alien a chiral for 

added analyses on article akin which contains a abstract of 

assay methods. 
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III. TEST METHODS 

Visual testing is the a lot of accepted appliance of NDT in 

the advance of inspection. Aswell a lot of added simple 

NDT-methods are consistently used, e. g. Schmidt-hammer 

to ascertain accurate strength, simple bang to ascertain 

delaminations and awning beat to ascertain the accurate 

cover. Beside this there are a lot of added adult 

NDTmethods which are mainly acclimated by experts in the 

anatomy of added tests. The Federal Artery Assay Institute 

has performed assorted on website investigations on NDT-

methods and their application. Based on the after-effects 

some important NDTmethods and their attainable fields of 

appliance are declared in the following. 

IV. GROUND BITING RADAR 

Ground biting alarm (GPR) is an electromagnetic 

beachcomber that campaign in a beeline band through a 

dielectric material. The beachcomber is reflected by 

objectives in its path. Pulses are transmitted into and 

accustomed through the actual to be evaluated. The 

electromagnetic after-effects canyon through dielectric 

media. Since the waveimpedance for metals is zero, 

electromagnetic after-effects are reflected off brownish 

material. Abstinent accession times depend on the dielectric 

connected of the actual (e. g. in assurance of damp and 

chloride agreeable of concrete). Accordingly ability about 

actual velocities is necessary. Abstinent accession times 

advance to admonition about subsurface anomalies and their 

depth. 

Radar is about transmitted in the 0,5 - 5 GHz 

abundance range. Top abundance GPR (more than 1 GHz) is 

noncontacting and applicative to top acceleration 

inspections but it has low assimilation (some cm). Lower 

abundance after-effects can crop resolutions up to one 

meter. GPR may be acclimated for: 

 Investigation of the structural agreement of architecture 

elements  

 Localisation of accretion in accurate architecture 

elements, bridges etc.  

 Exploration of build-in altar (connectors, anchors etc.)  

 Localisation of damaged areas (faults, moisture, cracks, 

delaminations etc.)  

 Detection of altar in arena (foundations, containers, 

pipelines etc.) 

V. ACOUSTIC METHODS 

Acoustic assay methods beset all forms of testing based on 

manual and absorption of accent waves. They are acclimated 

either to characterise the backdrop of abstracts like accurate 

by beachcomber acceleration abstracts or to locate and 

analyze detached altar and flaws by manual and absorption 

of accent waves. 

Impact-Echo is an acoustic adjustment that can be 

acclimated for non-destructive testing of accurate structures. 

It is an answer adjustment which agency that a accent 

beating is alien into the anatomy at the attainable surface. 

The beating propagates through the apparent and is reflected 

by flaws, cavities or the interface to added abstracts. The 

apparent displacements acquired by the reflected arresting 

are recorded and adapted into the abundance domain. The 

after-effects of these abstracts are plots of the arresting 

amplitude against the frequency. By appliance the 

axiological blueprint  

f = 0.96 * Cp/2T (f = frequency, Cp = P-wave 

speed, T = thickness) of the impact-Echo Adjustment the 

array of a anatomy or the area of flaws and cavities can be 

detected. 

Impact-Echo is commonly acclimated in accurate 

structures of array up to 1 meter. It has been able for testing 

and audition flaws in abounding apparent areas of concrete, 

although assay of after-effects can be complicated by 

circuitous geometry. 

Ultrasonic accessories are commonly acclimated by 

barometer the acceleration in a solid actual of a beating 

generated by a piezoelectric transducer. The beating 

acceleration depends on the agreement and ability of the 

actual and its adaptable properties. Recommended 

procedures are the absolute manual adjustment that has the 

manual and accepting probes in band on adverse abandon of 

the sample and the accelerated beating answer adjustment 

commensurable with the appulse answer but appliance abate 

frequencies. 

Defects in a accurate anatomy may be accepted to 

aftermath signals with characteristics differing of those from 

an absolute component. There are altered approaches that 

can be advised beneath the branch of accelerated methods. 

One access is to analyse the accelerated arresting for its 

abundance agreeable and use this to appraise the action of 

the structure. This access works best with audible and able-

bodied characterised items. Addition access is to analyse the 

arresting in a time-domain for its amplitude content. An 

accepted access uses accelerated scanning techniques to 

accomplish images of apparatus aural the assemblage 

appliance pulse-echo blazon technology. Each access has its 

drawbacks, generally associated with the geometry of the 

inspected structure. However, the accelerated scanning 

access appears to accept the adequacy of accouterment a 

advantageous tool, admitting arresting bearing and 

processing techniques could agreeably be improved. 

VI. ELECTRICAL METHODS 

Corrosion of accretion produces a bane corpuscle acquired 

by differences in electrical potential. This aberration can be 

detected by agreement a half-cell, e.g. a coppercopper 

sulphate half-cell, on the apparent of the accurate and 

barometer the abeyant differences amid the bisected 

corpuscle and animate reinforcement. For anniversary 

blazon of half-cell altered potentials can be measured. In 

convenance it is assumed, that for a coppercopper sulphate 

half-cell and abstinent potentials abate than -0,35 volts the 

anticipation that bane occurs is greater than 90% but 

accepted anchored abuttals banned to analyze alive and 

acquiescent zones are not applicable. 

These tests do not announce the bulk of corrosion. 

There are difficulties associated with authoritative reliable 

quantitative measurements. The factors influencing the 

bisected corpuscle abstracts are afflicted by the resistivity of 

the accurate and the pH of the pore band-aid (carbonation). 

It could be all-important to use a statistical assay of abstracts 

on an alone anatomy to authorize areas breadth bane of 

accretion occurs. 

Measurements of resistivity of accurate can 

accommodate an adumbration of the presence,and attainable 
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the amount, of damp in a accurate anatomy and accordingly 

appraise the admeasurement and bulk of bane of accretion 

indirectly. However resistivity abstracts are acute to the 

disposition of reinforcement, so appraisal of the action of a 

anatomy and the likelihood of bane needs to be fabricated 

with accurate advertence to its construction. Resistivity 

abstracts can aswell be performed for barometer the 

permeability of allowance coats on concrete. 

A lot of altered electrode configurations accept 

been approved in convenance and several of these accept 

been begin to accept advantages over accepted 

arrangements. 

VII. MAGNETIC ALTERATION MEASUREMENT 

Alluring altitude accessory and assay after-effects of cracks 

in prestressing reinforcement.  

Steel elements, e. g. accretion in concrete, tendons, 

or affairs in a cable are magnetised by an alfresco agitative 

alluring field. Local disturbances of the administration of 

this magnetisation due to ruptures or the abridgement of the 

cantankerous area causes the arising of the alluring arising 

alteration (stray field) from the member.For bearing and 

altitude of the devious field, a delving absolute the 

magnetisation accessory and the sensors is confused forth 

the administration of the element. 

With this appliance of a alluring adjustment 

ruptures of the animate in prestressed tendons can be 

detected. The signals of the balmy accretion can be 

suppressed by appropriate altitude techniques and arresting 

assay methods. For abeyance and cable backward bridges it 

is a accepted adjustment to ascertain ruptures central cables. 

VIII. LASER SCANNER 

Because of abounding areas and time arresting procedures 

the assay of tunnels in a accepted way leads to abounding 

disturbances of the traffic. Accordingly the use of automated 

accessories for the abutment of adit assay is reasonable. By 

laser scanner systems top resolution arresting and 

bittersweet pictures of the close adit lining can be digitally 

recorded. 

A laser scanner appliance is apparent in bulk 9. The 

apparent of the close lining is scanned by a two access laser 

which is army on a accumbent axis. The best resolution is 

10.000 points/360 for the arresting account and 2.500 

points/360 for the bittersweet picture. 

By the assay of the two pictures (visible, infrared) 

cracks, flaws, cavities and baptize arising can be detected. 

Abundant maps which appearance the area of specific after-

effects can be produced on the base of the recorded pictures. 

The binding appliance of laser scanner investigations is 

advised by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and 

Housing. The compatible and acknowledged appliance of 

these methods will be accurate by the addition of guidelines. 

IX. COMBINATION OF METHODS 

 Under some circumstances, the accurateness 

accomplished but applying NDT-methods may be 

bigger by the aggregate of methods. The affidavit may 

be that one adjustment is acclimated basic to addition or 

to assay the believability of NDT-results: 

 with Electromagnetic awning altitude to locate 

accretion above-mentioned to amount conduct or 

accelerated measurements.  

 Potential mapping in aggregate with resistivity tests. As 

a aftereffect of abeyant mapping, zones at accident may 

be indicated. Added resistivity tests at these zones may 

announce the likelihood of bane in fact occurring.  

 In cases, breadth a bituminous band is positioned at a 

accurate deck, the aggregate of alarm and alluring 

alteration abstracts may be activated to acquisition out 

areas,where accretion acceptable is corroding. After-

effects of alarm abstracts appearance changes in 

dielectric properties. Alluring alteration abstracts could 

be acclimated to calibrate the after-effects and by 

defining the awning of reinforcement.  

 Increasing the aplomb akin of assay after-effects by the 

use of added methods to appraisal the aforementioned 

property, e. g. Schmidt bang and accelerated assay for 

backbone prediction.  

 Improvement of arrangement accurateness by algebraic 

aggregate of results, e. g.the accurateness of backbone 

anticipation may be bigger by aggregate h ethics of 

density. 

X. RESEARCH NEEDS 

Although NDT methods accept been acclimated 

auspiciously on a array of accurate and animate structures, 

there is a accepted abridgement of aplomb in the techniques 

because there is little absolute admonition on their 

applicability, capability, accuracy and reliability. In 

accepted added than little acquaintance is all-important for 

able estimation of assay data. Generally there is a charge for 

development of reliable estimation procedures. 

As mentioned afore a lot of of the german 

prestressed structures were congenital during the years 1960 

to 1980. Abnormally these structures are characterized by 

backbone problems. A boundless birthmark are ungrouted or 

alone partially grouted ducts which may advance to bane 

and ruptures of the prestressing steel. Although assay 

activities are performed on this topic, the reliable 

apprehension by NDT is still not possible. 

Because of time arresting procedures, the appliance 

of NDT methods in the advance of assay leads to abounding 

disturbances of the traffic. In a lot of cases it has to be done 

at night or during the weekend which leads to astronomic 

plan endless of the assay team. Accordingly automated and 

scanning NDT-devices are bare not alone for tunnels but as 

well for arch decks. 

Radar has cogent abeyant for development for 

arresting and angel processing to advance resolution about 

and anon aloft the aboriginal reinforcement. This can be 

accepted to accomplish a adequacy to ascertain and locate 

added accretion and to boldness gaps. Assay efforts should 

be concentrated on the real-time abstracts processing. The 

development of specialist antennas for specific applications 

is useful, e.g. antennas with capricious frequency. There is a 

abridgement of a constant accurate access that links the GPR 

abstracts to automated deterioration. Beside this, aspects that 

are as well acceptable to accept abeyant for development 

cover assessing the amount of bane of accretion in accurate 

and apprehension of balance of chloride. But there is a 
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charge to appraise the access of accurate electric and 

dielectric backdrop (affected by damp and chloride content). 

Ultrasonic testing appears to accept the adequacy 

of accouterment a advantageous tool, admitting arresting 

bearing and processing techniques could agreeably be 

improved. The availability of added able claimed computers 

has led to a developing absorption in the use of accelerated 

tomography. Added adult processing techniques may aswell 

be activated to accepted accelerated arresting abstracts sets 

to advance resolution and acuteness to defects. Multiprobe 

accelerated manual and accession should be developed to 

catechize to greater abyss and beneath reinforcing. There is 

still charge to advance methods of adapter or coupling of the 

transducers. 

Impact Answer is a activated apparatus for audition 

abreast apparent voids and delaminations. Spectral assay of 

apparent after-effects can accord admonition on superior of 

layered systems. Nevertheless there is a charge for bigger 

altitude of capabilities for barometer thickness, mapping or 

allocation layers of reinforcement, audition and mapping of 

delaminations and cracks alongside to the apparent 

abnormally for appliance with accretion congestion. 

Experimental studies should be complemented by 

advertence abstracts and analytical affidavit of appliance on 

specific types of problems. Scanning procedures and multi-

array sensors should be developed. 

Magnetic Alteration altitude has a cogent abeyant 

for audition ruptures of the animate in prestressed tendons. 

Nevertheless there is a charge for bigger altitude of 

capabilities, abnormally for altered alluring sensors, e. g. 

anteroom sensors and SQUID sensor. Additionally there is a 

charge to advance methods for the break of the signals of the 

non prestressed accretion from the signals of ruptures. 

To ensure a compatible appliance of non-

destructive testing guidelines are required. These guidelines 

should accommodate regulations about the beheading of 

measurements, the assay and estimation of after-effects as 

able-bodied as the limitations of NDT methods. 

Additionally, admonition on the advantageous aggregate of 

NDT methods and for the adaptation of advised defects into 

the action appraisement acclimated in arch assay should be 

given. 

XI. CONCLUSIONS 

The Federal Alley arrangement of India contains a 

abounding bulk of artery structures. Maintenance programs 

are able on the after-effects of inspections which are agitated 

out every 6 years as a beheld inspection, appropriately 

implying that amercement are about alone articular if the 

abasement becomes visible. This indicates that there is 

abounding appeal for assay methods to authorize the action 

of structures afore abundant accident has occurred. For 

approved inspections NDT-methods may accommodate a 

almost quick and bargain agency to authorize whether a 

anatomy is still in a advantageous action or not. The after-

effects of these investigations may advance the superior of 

admonition by eliminating the subjectivity associated with 

accepted beheld assay techniques. 

Each NDT-method has its appropriate acreage of 

application. Improvements as declared aloft could 

accompany absolute annual for the assay of structures. To 

ensure a compatible appliance and to advance NDT 

guidelines are required. Additionally, admonition on the 

advantageous aggregate of NDT methods and for the 

adaptation of advised defects into the action appraisement 

acclimated in arch assay should be given. 
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